
                                   
 
 

The power unit is a combination of a pump, ram hose and coupler.  The 
release valve is conveniently located near the pump plunger and is  
controlled by hand to release or diminish the hydraulic power.  The pump 
also contains an automatic safety valve which protects the ram from over-
load damage.  The high pressure hose is reinforced internally with steel 
wire to insure maximum safety.  The ram half and the hose half of the 
quick coupler provide a fast and positive connection when firmly tightened 
by hand.   Ram travel is limited by means of a positive ram stop to further 
protect your equipment.  Versatility of the unit is extended considerably 
with a broad assortment of attachments. 
 

Should any adjustments beyond simple maintenance be required, we  
recommend that you contact the Factory Authorized Service Center 
nearest you.   
 

This equipment complies with OSHA Standards, where applicable. 
 

CAUTION: 
 

A box-end or socket wrench must be used when assembling the ram half 
of the quick coupler to the ram.  The coupler may 
be damaged beyond repair by using an open-end 
wrench.  It is also recommended that Teflon Tape 
be used on all pipe threads.  
 

 
 
 
 

Be sure to use a dust cap to protect against dirt 
entering ram half of coupler when ram is  
disconnected from hose. 
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COMMERCIAL ITEM DESCRIPTION A-A-312 
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PART DESCRIPTION  PART # QTY 

Chain & Hook F 4-59434 2 

Chain Pull Plate G 4-59427 1 

10" Extension Tube N 4-59442 2 

24" Extension Tube Q 4-59438 1 

20" Extension Tube R 4-59440 1 

Pump W 5-52015 1 

Standard  Ram X 5-52028 1 

Quick Disconnect (Hose & Ram) Z 19-11815 1 

Coupler Hose Half AA 19-11814 1 

Coupler Ram Half AB 19-11813 1 
Hose AG 13-11597 1 

Ram Base AJ 4-59431 1 

Plunger Base AK 4-59429 1 

Toe Lift AL 4-59436 1 

Coupling AM 4-59435 2 

Ram Caps AN 2-59174 1 

Thread Protectors AO 2-59178 1 

 Carry Case NOT SHOWN  59159 1 
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AO 

Hand Pump  5-52015 
Standard Ram  5-52028 
 
Repair Kits   
Hand Pump—5-573 
Ram  5-591 

CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW THE  
INSTRUCTIONS OUTLINED  IN THE 
FOLLOWING SHEETS 

INTRODUCTION 

MODEL 
5-52029 

RAM 

PUMP 
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MAINTENANCE: 
 

AIRBOUND— If the pump 
misses strokes and the ram 
operates erratically, it has 
become airbound.  This can 
occur during shipment or by 
leaving the release valve 
open for an extended period 
of time.  To eliminate airbind, 
position the pump horizon-
tally, or vertically with the 
hose end down, and locate the ram lower  than the pump.  
Then fully extend and retract the ram two or  three times. 
 
REFILLING— If the above problem is not corrected with the 
procedure described, the pump may require additional oil.  
Refill the pump as follows: (1) position the pump horizontally, 
(2) fully retract the ram,  (3) remove the filler screw, (4) add oil 
until level with the bottom of the hole, (5) close release, (6)  
pump the ram out fully and retract it to bleed the line of air. 
(see above section—AIRBIND) and (7) recheck the oil level 
and replace the filler screw.   
 
On 20 ton pumps; locate the round head filler screw on the 
front face of the pump base casting. 
 
CAUTION– No hydraulic brake fluid nor any fluid with an  
alcohol base should be used when refilling. 
 

AVOID OVERLOADING THE RAM— Know the capacity of 
your ram and never exceed it.  A broken 
cup, bent plunger or cracked cylinder may 
result from overloading. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

AVOID EXCESSIVE OFF-CENTER LOADS— 
Off-center loads can not be 
avoided when using to lift.  
Whenever employing any of 
these attachments, carefully 
observe the effect with  
incremental  increases of 
force. 
 
CAUTION:  Since off-center loads contribute additional strain 
on the ram plunger and dual lock extensions, excessive off-
center loads must be avoided. If pumping becomes  
abnormally difficult, stop immediately and check alignment. 
 
AVOID OVER EXTENDING THE RAM—  Be careful to avoid 

over extending the plunger.  It is possible to 
force the plunger out of the ram due to the  
enormous hydraulic power available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AVOID DROPPING HEAVY OBJECTS ON THE HOSE—
Heavy objects dropped on the  
hose will likely weaken the hose  
at the point of impact.  Internal 
wires, which strengthen the  
hose will tend to bend at this  
point and eventually break.  Avoid carrying the hydraulic pump 
by the hose.  Also avoid sharp kinks in the hydraulic hose.  
Never apply pressure when the hose is swung in sharp curves.  
Your hydraulic hose will last longer with proper care. 

AVOID STRIPPING THREADS— Any time 
threads at the top of the ram plunger or on the 
ram cylinder are not connected, protect them 
with a head attachment or protector ring.  If 
threads become damaged, carefully file them 
until an exact fit is obtained. 
 
 
 
 

AVOID CROWDING –Provide adequate clearance for the hose 
and quick coupler to avoid 
unexpected crowding when the 
ram is extended.  Keep clear of 
obstructions whenever possi-
ble. 

 
AVOID CLOGGED OIL LINES— Whenever 
disconnecting the quick coupler, always 
thread dust caps over the open  
connections.  Always clean the hose and 
end of the coupler  before inserting it into 
the ram portion.  This will help guard against 
the entrance of dirt and foreign matter into the pressure line 
and prevent possible failure of the hydraulic pump and ram 
packing. 
 
AVOID THE PROXIMITY OF HEAT—Excessive heat  

contributes to soft packings, oil leakage and 
rapid deterioration of the hose. 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 

To assure long and dependable performance of 
your hydraulic tools, the following precautions 

should be observed: 
 
1. Be sure that all units are  wiped clean before and after 

using.  A light grade of oil should be used on moving parts 
to prevent  rusting and prolong life. 

 

2. Load should be centered before applying pressure to  
        prevent bending ram from side strain. 
 

3. Make sure that all attachments are fully tightened.   
 

4. When not in use, ram and pump piston should be fully 
retracted and release valve closed.  Connecting openings 
to tools  should be plugged to prevent entrance of  

       foreign matter.  
 

5. Refill only with recommended hydraulic jack oil. 
 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Attach hose from pump to ram and position as shown in  
illustration.  Ram may be in either a horizontal or vertical  
position with connection up.  Pump must be above level of ram 
as shown.  Pump ram to fully extended position and release.  
Close release when ram is fully retracted and units are ready 
for use. 
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FAILURE TO OPERATE 

 
There are times when one or more simple conditions exist 
that could prevent satisfactory operation of your power 
tools. 
 
1. Airbound—Extend and retract ram several times as 

shown under operating instructions. 
 

2. Will not hold load—(a) Release may not be tight 
enough.  (b) Packing may be damaged and need  

        replacing. 
 

3. Foreign matter under valve balls or valves sticking  -  
       See Airbound.  If this action does not correct   
       condition, oil should be drained, unit flushed with 
       kerosene, and refilled.  Valve balls and seats should 
       be examined for defects. 
 

4. Leakage—Tighten packing nut at pump piston if  
       leaking.  Replace “U” packing set if leak continues.  
       On rams replace seals using repair kit. (5-591) 
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STANDARD RAM 
       5-52028 

HOOK-UP ASSEMBLY 
 
For maximum safety always use lock pins with adapters and  
connectors.  During assembly be sure to fully hand tighten all  
connections.  Attachments may be threaded to the top of the 
plunger or to the top or bottom of the ram cylinder.  When us-
ing extensions, locate a tube connectors between two exten-
sions or locate an adapter (male or female as required) be-
tween an extension and the ram. 
 
CAUTION—Using any fitting other than high-pressure forged 
fittings especially designed to withstand the hydraulic pres-
sures involved is extremely hazardous. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  The attachments shall safely withstand 
direct (concentric) loads of 20,000 pounds, and indirect (offset) 
loads of 8,000 pounds per Government specs A-A-312. 

 
TO DISASSEMBLE A 20 TON RAM 

 
1. Lock the ram in a vise holding the unit by the base.  
        (2-59177) 
 

2. To remove the threaded head (2-59175), insert a  
        3/8-16 x 1-1/2” bolt  into the threaded hole in the ram  
        cap (2-59174).  Tighten the bolt until the head and  
        cap are removed.   
 

3. Remove the head (2-59183) and unscrew and  
        remove the ram cylinder (2-59188). 
 

4. Pull apart the ram and base approx. 1”  to expose the 
spring, and insert a thin steel blade into the spring at 
the ram  (2-59176).  The tension should be off  the 
spring in the base. 

 

5. Remove the coupler (19-11813) and the pin  
        (10-11415).  Then remove the blade from the spring. 
 

6. Replace worn parts. 
 

7.    Reassemble in reverse order. 



PUSHING: 

13-11708 

10-12399 

D-2074 

2-54921 

10-11028 

13-11722 
RESERVOIR 
 

HAND PUMP 
5-52015 

BASIC HOOK-UP COMBINATIONS 

PULLING: 
 20 TON SET  
 

PUSHING: 
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